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ABSTRACT. The STaged ELeclron Laser Accelemtion (STELLA) experiment is currently
being assembled and tested at the BNL Accelerator Test Facility (ATT). The existing BNL
inverse free electron laser (IFEL) I& been positioned upstream of the inverse Cerenkov
acceleration (ICA) experimenton Beamline#1. This beamlinealsof~ new quadruples
and anew spectrometercapable of a +/- 20V’Oenergyacceptance. Anew laser beam trsnsport
system has been installedto Pen.& acixuate control of the laser phase for the laser beams sent
to the IFEL and ICA &vices. Detection of the microbuncheswill be performed using a
coherenttransition radiation(CTR) diagnosticsimilarto onealreadydemonstratedat the ATF.

INTRODUCTION
.

‘

The acceleration of electrons via laser interaction has been demonstrated recently
by various experimental schemes, including the kverse Cerenkov acceleration (ICA)
(1) and inverse ftee electron laser (IFEL) (2) experiments. These schemes featured the
modulation of electron macrobunches over a short distance at a single interaction
point where the macrobunch length (L - 10 psec) greatly exceeded the input laser
wavelength (h= 10.6 .+un). Acceleration was inefficient as expecte& as evidenced by
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a wide amgy spectrum. Thus, for monochromaticity, it is desired to have L < k. This
can be accomplished by converting the macrobunch into a train of microbunches,
—S- —- Al- - —: —.t-. —.L 1— AL /l :. .L-A—.L V-— %
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The arrangement described here proposes to accomplish this by staging a
. microbunch-producing device in Ikmt of an accelerating section. SpecificaUy, the

IFEL wiggler, optimized for microbunchin~ will be utilized as a prebunchm for the
ICA accelerating stage. Clearly, each of these sections has been proven to work
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. and hardware challenges, namely stabikhg and synchronizing each part of the
experiment with respect to each other.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

In the early preparations for STELL& it was determined that major modifications
to de ATF beamline #1 had to be perform~ in fa@ the entire beamline had to be
rebuilt to meet the criteria of the project. This challenge presented certain optimizing
opportunities that became practical due to the scope of the changes involved.

F-it was desirable to minimize the beamline assembly time in the experimental
hallso asto maximize running time for all users of the facility. It was therefore
decided to modularize the major sections of beamline #1. The sections were designed
to be assembled and presurveyed at a separate facility, and then installed at the ATF
with minimum impact to other experiments. Mother reason for modularity comes
fhnn the fiture proposed uses of beamline #1, such as for the IFEL2 and Compton
Smttering experiments, where the section of bearnline containing the ICA gas cell will
be replaced by other interaction charnbem.

A standardized low-profile rigid rail assembly was devised to locate and support all
beamline components. This was done for several reasons. F- the rail system
provides an extremely flexiile component positioning method. The axial locations of
many of the components, specifically the precise positions of the quadruples, had yet
to be de&mined. The ability to reposition these elements was desirable. The rail
system allows for the sliding of components into their desired axial locations with
minimal need for survey and support modifications.

Standardized component clamping and the ability to presurvey the components to
the rail and then to survey the rail onto the beamline was also desirable. This saved
significant survey time. The geometry of beamline #1 presented cert& challenges, as
well. Specifically, the distances from the beamline axis to various horizontal surfaces
varied greatly, and the mounting of Chinese quadruples required a special design of
the interface between magnet and rail. It was found tha~ due to manufacturing
tolerances of the support points on the quadruples and other beamline components,
adjustable interface points were necessary.

It was, therefore, decided that all components which were sensitive to Ty
alignment had to have an independently adjustable interface between the component
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and rail. Theoretically, once the component is presurveyed onto the bearnline, it could
be removti servic@ replaced, and/or repositioned without the need for extensive
resurvey. The rails were designed to cinematically locate onto the adjustable supports
so that entire rail sections could be relocated with minimum survey.

The thermal stability of the laser (optical) and electron beamlines was evaluated for
mechanical stabilization. The kinematic supports of the rails were configured so as to
minimize the effkcts of random thermal excursions. The optical rails were located on
the ceiling of the ATF experimental hall and anchored near where the bending mirrors
~q located. This philosophy was implemented to minimize the effkct of thermal
expansion on mirror alignment and stability, and took advantage of a unique feature of
the hall. At the ATF, the entire overhead shielding structure of the experimental hall
resides inside of a temperature-controlled building. Therefore, since the temperature is
relatively stable on either side of the massive concrete roof b- there is negligible
flexing due to daily environmental changes. In sho~ the roof is as stable as the floor
and can be safely used to support critical optical components and maintain precise..
ali@unent to components below.

The rail support system was analyzed and designed to be tolerant of thermal
excursions. One example of this cau be found in @e supports for triplet-rail #3. Since
the two supports had to be dii%rent lengths, with one mounted to a concrete pedastal
and the other to the floor, it was decided to make ti,em ilom diffient materials. For
the longer suppor$ steel was chosaq for the shorter, aluminum. In this way, the pitch
of the rail would not be expected to vary more than about 2 @*l ‘C.

The rails and kinematic supports wme analyzed for deflection and contact stresses.
Beneath rails #3&4, the V-groove of the support system has two possible locations so
as to minimize rail flexure in the event changes in the quadruple size and/or position
become necessary. All major electron beamline components have a 5-point support
system incorporated into the rail, interface. This provides ease of alignment as well as
maximum rigidity.

Critical components such as the ICA gas cell, D?EL wiggler, and GPOP1 cross
have axial anchoring such that they could theoretically be’removed fi-omthe bearnline,
servic~ and replaced witiout the need for axial resurvey. The anchoring points are
very near the cup/cone locator of the rail’s kinematic suppo~ so the thermal and
mechanical effkcts on these critical components are minimized.

The two large crosses ncmied for laser beam uncoupling (GPOP1 & GPOP3)
presented significant engineering challenges. Large in-vacuum mirrors have to be
repositioned in a precise manner to assure laser beam alignment stability. Each is
mounted to two parallel ground stainless steel rods, with support provided by a spring-
clamped vee and flat inttiace. Air-actuated linear feedthroughs are used to position
the mirrors into and away from the electron beam axis. An A’I’F-designed pop-in flag
assembly is mounted to the same flange, but is controlled by a separate actuator. The
flags have the capability of mounting either a standard phosphor-coated scr=’ or a
“YAG crystal” (3) in front of a fxkkilized .45° outcoupling mirror. Such flags are
necessary in order to,,visualize the e-beam profile at a distance no more than a few
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centimeters away from the hole in the center of the large uncoupling mirror. They also
allow for precise presuxvey and feducialization of the cross assembly.

CRITICAL ISSUES

Ultimately, the ability to effectively synchronize the electron-laser interactions,
upon which the success of the STELLA program relies, requires that several cxitical

“ issues be addressed. Obviously, the ATF will be expected to deliver the 45 MeV and 1
GW C@ laser beam within specified pZUZUlleterS(4) that can be reasonably achieved.
The STELLA project has taken responsibility for the creation and integration of
systems to facilitate the transport of these beams to their respective interaction points
(Figure 1). Comprehensive descriptions of the overall STELLA beamline
fimctionalities (4,5), as well as specific subsystcxn details regarding electron beam
microbunch formation and detection (4,6,7), are covered elsewhere. The critical issues
discbssed here include laser transport and phase stability, and spectrometry.

In order to enable high pow= (gigawatt regime) C@ lasm beam delivmy to the
IFEL and ICA interaction regions, several -~~ must be met” A tic sel~de
(ZnSe) beamsplitter is neceswry to divert <10% of the total laser power to the IFEL
wiggler while allowing the remainder to be transmitted to the ICA gas cell. Due to the
high peak power of each laser pulse (-100psec), the beam must be sufficiently
expanded to avoid optical damage <0.5J/cm2 for ZnSe lenses and windows, <5J/ cm2
for copper mirrors.

Delivery to the IFEL subsystem is achieved using axicon and spherical lens pairs to
create an expanded-converging annular (central null) beam which is introduced into
the vacuum beamline using the unique high-stability pop-in minor (with central hole
for e-beam passage) at the GPOP1 location. The annular beam is co-aligned with the
electron beam as it forms a waist at the wiggler’s sapphire waveguide, and is
outcapled at GPOP2 & 3 for diagnostic purposes.

Delivery to the ICA subsystem carI be handled by one of two optical schemes
(denoted “old” & “new”) for converting the beam to the required radial polarization
(NC), after traversing the remotely-controllable delay rail path. Co-alignment of the
axicon-focused laser beam to the triplet-focused e-beam at the gas cell has been
previously facilitated via internal encoder-mike mirrors and pop-in screen. More
stringent requirements for STELLA (<100pm size regime for both beams) have forced
a redesign of the methods by which both beams can be visualized shultaneously at
high resolution. A working group has been formed to investigate the possibilities and
begin testing at least one promising scheme.

The stated stability requirement for the laser beam path length (one leg with respect
to the other) is M145pm (4). A stepper motor has been fitted to the delay rail to
provide NO.2prn steps over a totaldistanceof >40cm4 as confirmed using an LVDT
measurement system. Stability studies have been performed to determine partial-path
jitter and drifi using a simple intmferometer and R camerahlame grabber
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combination to visualize fringes born 632nm HeNe and 10prn CW C02 lasers. Shot-
to-shot (1 Hz) jitter was found to be S1 ~Q but not better than 0.6~ and drift over
>0.5 hours was ~pm. As this configuration used tempo- optical mounts without
beam path enclosures, these numbers represent upper limits on the expected fidl-path
stability. Our goals are likely to be met with the installation of new optical mounts and
fidl beam path enclosures. Total beam path interferometric studies will follow soon
after installation of these upgrades, which will determine the need for active fdback
via piezostage, etc. Nonetheless, falling short of the stated jitter tolerance will not
totally prevent bunch acceleratio~ just make it more difficult to observe.

The observation of the total energy-modulated spectrum will be accommodated by
a versatile spectrometer, designed to meet the needs of the various stages of the
STELLA program. At firs$ resolution on the order of 1% is desired for IFEL wiggler
recommissioning, later, successfid acceleration using the ICA subsystem requires up to
H()% acceptice. The emu.i.ngdesign incorporated such variable energy acceptance

via A8° horizontal rotation of a large dipole magn~ with vertical and horizontal beam
size!control by three quadruples and energy compensation by a sextupole. For ease of
survey, as well as flexibility with other experiments, the same type of rail support
system was implemented as for the rest of beamline #1. A calculated energy resolution
of up to 0.4% can easily accommodate all phases of STELLA. Imaging will initially
be done with a standard phosphor screen and CCD/frame grabber syst~ as done in
previous ICA experiments; an upgrade is planned and will be implemented if
necessary.
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FIGURE 1. Actuallayoutfor STELLAexpimmt on ATFbeamMne#l.
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CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE PLANS

All four of the quadruple triplet-rail assemblies have been installed and
commissioned at the A’I’I?. Safkty and operational approval has been granted for these
subsystems as well as for the entire experiment. The upgrade of the laser transport
system is in progress, with the goal of meeting the aforementioned stability
requirements. Upon completion, total beam path interferometric studies are planned to
quanti@ laser beam path jitter and drift. A measurement scheme, similar to that

- descriied for initial tests, will consist of a C02 laser beam traversing both actual
delivery paths termina ting at a simple interferometer and R camera/analyzer
combination to visualize the motion of 10.6 micron-spaced ilinges.

The installation and commissioning of the spectrometer assembly is expected
shortly. Coupled with successfid delivery of laser power on the order of a few MW to
the prebuncher, the spectrometer will enable characterization of the wiggler and CTR
diagnostic. We expect to observe negligible electron beam quality degradation as it
exit$ the wiggler, as well as eviclence of microbunching at the CTR location and about
1% energy modulation at the spectrometw.

Only tier these steps have been passed will the ICA gas cell be installed and
commissioned. Low laser power (<lGW) delivery to both interaction regions will
enable the optimization of the laser synchronization syst~ and will culminate in
attempts to accelerate microbunches. Prelimimuy results from the folly-implemented
STELLA wnfiguration are expected in time for presentation at PAC’99.
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CONCLUSION

Comprehensive plans for the STELLA experiment are being implemented at the
BNL ATF. Given the size of the collaboration% the luxury of having several working
groups address critical issues in parallel has been exploited. Installation of key
hardware is nearing completion and prelimimry results from electron and laser beam
studies thus f= indicate an absence of major hurdles toward the success of the
experimental program.
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